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Nashville teen convicted of killing TSU student
By Mitchell Vantrease

"The verdict isn't what we hoped,"

NeY)s Editor

It took jurors almost five hours to

deliver a verdict on the teenager who was
accused of slaying Herschel King, a
Tennessee State University student.
And now a chapter in King's family
and friends lives has been closed.

Damien

Jackson,

a

19-year-old

Nashville native, was convicted of sec

ond-degree murder in King's death. He
was also convicted of two counts of

a student and a member of King's fraterni

his actions as unintentional and get a reck
less homicide charge, which would have

ty, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.

been a less severe sentence for the teen.

Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. and John Hart,

attempted second-degree murder.

said Davidson County Assistant District
Attorney General Grady Moore in The
Tennessean .

Jackson could face 15-25 years of
King was less than a year away from
graduating from TSU with a degree in imprisonment in King's death and 8-12

Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., the Student

years on each of the attempted murder
charges of Mitchell and Hart.
"We got what we wanted," said
Timmy Jackson, the defendant's brother,
in The Tennessean. "But my brother is still

ed his friends, Cicely Mitchell, now a

Election Commission and many other
organizations.

sure Herschel's mom didn't want revenge,

TSU graduate and member of Alpha

Jackson's attorney was trying to paint

At the time of King's death, a group

economics and finance, and he was apply

of studentshad gotten together for a birth
day celebration at 2806 Torbett St. when

ing to go to law school in California.

Jackson fired a rifle through the window

Lambda Business Fraternity Inc., Alpha

of the house.

The stray bullets hit King and wound

He was a member of Phi Beta

Robinson becomes royalty again
Second Miss TSU

alive. That's all we worried about. I'm

but she'll be okay."*

Improved radio station
revitalizes campus
By Altresha Burchett

wins the title of

News Writer

Miss Black Hall of

What wa.s once a few rooms in the Learning

Fame pageant in

Resource Center for communication students is now an

improved radio station for the Tennessee State Uuivetsity

Atlanta

community.
TSU now has its own radio station, 580 AM. that

By Nicole Edwards

plays a variety of music for its listeners. However, the

News Writer

radio station is not new to the university.

It began in April 1972 and was mainly set up as car
Michelle

Robinson,

Miss

Tennessee State University,

rier current, which means that it would only broadcast to
certain buildings on campus, particularly the dorms.
TTie system remained for about 22 years until the
telephone company accidentally cut the lines. Although
the transmission to dorms and buildings was discontin

was

recently crowned Miss Black Hall of
Fame

1999-2000

in

Atlanta

on

Friday, Sept. 24.
Robinson competed against 38
other Black college queens who were

ued, students continued to do shows and labs in the LRC.
As a result of this incident, the show lost its audi

judged on an interview process and
oratorical piece. Each contestant was
sent a speech topic before thepageant
in which they had to deliver. This
year's subject was 'Historically Black
Colleges and Universities: The Root

ence, but this was not the only ob.stacle it faced.
In 1996, an antenna was placed on the LRC building,
but the power was very low — only 20 watts. However,

this did not stop the visionof the communications depart

of the Black Community.'

Robinson spoke aboutthe impor
tance of HBCU institutions, why they

exist, who they exist for and how they
nurture and care for the Black com

munity. She also sang a Whitney

PHOTO BYARTISWYMAN

Miss Tennessee State University, Michelle Robinson, shown here

after winning the Miss Black Hall of Fame pageant in Atlanta.
plainable.

display their talent.

"She blew the audience away,"

ment from having a functioning radio station.
About one month ago, Barry Grisham was hired as
operations manager of the radio station. Prior to his
placement, TSU never had anyone In his role. Victoria
Sturgeon, the faculty advisor, had the responsibility of
managing the station and juggling four classes a semes
ter.

Houston medley for the talent compe
tition. The songs included "I Will

Jones said.

Always Love You," "Run To You"

the other contestant's mothers sup

and "I Have Nothing."

"The first thing that came to my
"They brought me in to teach a class, but my role is
mind when I was crowned was, to get this station up to a point where we can get a good
'Thank you, Father.' 1 have to give product, where we can have the foundation laid,"
him his glory and praise," Robinson Grisham said.

port for her."

said.

Agroupof 40 students andfacul
ty joined Robinson at the AtlantaHilton towers to support her. Shana
Jones, a Student Government
Association representative- at -large
who attended the pageant, described
Miss TSU's performance as unex-

"The audience wasn't

ready for Miss TSU. She even had

The frequency of the station can be heard off cam

The title of Miss Black Hall of

The queens began rehearsing on pus, but the power is still limited. Yet, this is not stopping

Fame calls for the queen to speak at

Thursday and 10 semi-finalists were the vision that the students and administration have for
picked to present their talent and ora the station. Presently, the talent for the station is TSU stu

different functions that the National

Black College Alumni Hall of Fame

Foundation may have planned every
two months. The purpose of the title
is to highlight HBCU queens and to

torical pieces on Friday.
dents. The live broadcast is from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. during,
"I took my time and spoke natu the weekdays.
a
rally, I didn't want my speech to
"We want to make it where once students leave, the)|
see Robinson on page 12

seeWTSU onoaggli
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WTSU director and students put life back into radio station
Many of the students were not aware
that TSU had a radio station and center on

will have the feel if they want to go into
the

radio

industry,"

said

campus.

Malcolm

"Although I didn't know we had a
radio station, I hope it is successful," said
Mekeila Cook, a sophomore. "It should
inform the community about TSU and its

Thornton, a student and the music director
for the station.

Ninety percent of the students are
required to participate with the station as

positive attributes."

part of a class.
Grisham's radio communication class

The show is in the process of expand
ing its broadcast day. Now that the staff

is required to complete two hours a week

has been selected, the station is ready to

on the air. There is also news and

expand. They have many ideas that are in
the works, such as a Tiger Talk interview

announcement classes that have scheduled
times to air.

show.

"We have a constant traffic of stu

Also, Reginald Shareef. president of

dents who are responsible for our on-air

the Student Government As.sociation, is

productions, so it never gets boring in
here," Grisham said.

The students said the prestige of the
station will be like a professional radio
PHOTO BY JONATHAN GRAY

station. They want to broaden their audi

Kevin John and Brian McCatherenes work on their show on the air.
tactics such as promotions, giveaways and music spectrum that all would enjoy.
From noon to 1 p.m. is the classic
call-in shows.
"I will really enjoy listening to a pro R&B Lunch Hour. While the listeners are
"I would like to get more students to duction of TSU because I know it will rep
listen," said Marie Sweeney, production resent well," said Tameria Wooten, a enjoying lunch, they can listen to Motown
classics along with many '70s, '80s and
director and a student. "Thatis something junior from Memphis.
early '90s rhythm and blues.
that is very important to me and I hope to
The daily formal consists of a
ence of students and other listeners with

achieve that by the end of the semester."
The station recently established a new

format for live broadcasting, which was

decided through its music library.
Unfortunately, the substance of the library
is limited now, butit will not be for long.
Consequently, the station has a broad

• i-

For a relaxing afternoon, from 1 - 3

Morning Spirits program from 9-11 a.m.

p.m., the listener can tune in to the

During this time, the station plays gospel,

Afternoon Mix. This is the time when

contemporary Christian and southern

Jazz Hour is when the radio station plays

every type of music is played — from
Kirk Franklin to Brandy to reggae. Tl^c
live day is concluded with the Jam Zone, a
mixture of hip hop, current hits and

contemporary to instrumental jazz.

extended dance mixes.

go.spel music.

From 11 a.m. to noon, the Smooth

•_ ^

it's time for you to make the calls.
To create your own future.
To have a real impact.
After all, it's your world.
And we'd be a perfect fit. Because only at Ford Motor Company will you find a
spectrum of opportunities this broad and a level of impact this impressive. The fact Is,
we're experiencing a major transformation - to a consumer company that provides
automotive products and services. And to be successful, we need professionals with
the hunger to learn. The knowledge to teach. And the ability to lead.
We're entering a period full of big challenges - and even bigger decisions.
Is your world ready for it?
We will be interviewing on campus soon. For more information please contact
your career center or visit www.ford.com/careercenter.

Ford Is a Goldan Kay

National Honor Soclaty partner

By choice, we are an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to a culturally diverse worlcforce.

looking forward to doing a SGA show
using representatives from each class and
addressing some of the issues students
have concerning the university.
The station is looking toward broad
casting TSU athletic games as well. The
advisors are waiting on the necessary
equipment, which Grisham said have been
ordered. He hopes the last home football
games will be aired on 580 AM. The

women and men home basketball games
may also be aired.

"I think we're on the right track and
we'll have a very good sounding station
when we get that FM frequency we're
hoping for," Gvislram said. "Consvdenng

the research, the frequency can happen
very soon and when it does, we'll have a

product that will have everybody proud."*
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Fair helps students decide about organizations
By LaTosha Rushing
News Writer

From the Chastity League to the
Great Debate, students had a chance to get
to know the organizations at Tennessee
State University.
On Sept. 23, Kean Hall gymnasium
was

the

site

for

the

third

annual

Organizational Fair where students could

learn more about the campus organiza
tions. The event was organized and hosted
by the Student Government Association.
The purpose of the fair was to expose

the students to campus life, other than
their classes, in hopes that it will get them
to identify better with TSU.

"I hope this fair completes one of my
agendas for my campaign, to get the stu
dents, especially freshmen to see various
organizations. Hopefully the students will
see something that they like and will get
involved with," said Eric James, vice pres
ident of the SGA.

The first Organizational Fair, held in
November 1997, was the product of the
collaborative efforts of Ashley Jefferson,

former SGA vice president and Melanie
Wilson, former SGA representative. They
saw the need to bridge the gap between
active organizations and uninformed stu
dents.

There are approximately 60 organiza
tions present on campus which include
everything from state clubs to fraternities
and sororities.

Most organizations that participated
in the fair said that their purpose was to
benefit the community level as well as
TSU.

One of those clubs was Love You

Like A Sister (L.Y.L.A.S.). The goals of

the project included "to promote commu
nity service that is positive and strictly
beneficial to TSU and the surrounding
community."
Some representatives from the orga
nizations in attendance said the fair was a

nice opportunity to show what they have
to offer.

"This fair offers a chance to showcase

organizations and allows people to obtain
information about our organization
because we feel our organization is one

worth knowing about," said Dedric

PHOTO BY JONATHAN GRAY

Members of the Chastity League participate in the annual Organizational
Fair in Kean Hall gymnasium.
Williams, president of Phi Beta Lambda
Business Fraternity Inc.

While some representatives said the
fair was beneficial to showcase their orga
nization, others used the fair to shed a dif

ferent light on their organization.
"People need to know what your
organization is about. It is not about what

you see on the outside. It is about the
school and the community," said Jymiela

Ervin, an SGA representative and a mem
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
Although the student turnout for the
event was low, students said the organiza
tional fair was an asset to them.

"The organizational fair is an excel
lent opportunity for students to be educat
ed about organizations that were created in
relation to their interest," said Joseph
Pigot, a junior business major.*

Career fair gives option for future IIFairhas
record
By T'Neisha Jackson
rw^*ik.T ♦.!

®

"The fair is very effective." she said.
"It is an opportunity to be concerned with aca

By LaToya Eskridge

News Writer

For over 10 years, the Technical and

demic and professional careers, to network, apply
forjobs and to get follow-up interviews."
Fizer added, "The fair is more effective than

University Wide Career Fair has been providing
jobs to graduate students as well as those who

traditional job searching because the students
don't have to worry about getting in to make the

want to work while still in school.

first encounter."

From Sept. 22-23, Kean Hall housed the fair
that has almost doubled in size since last year,

expanding from 115 to nearly 200 vendors. Of the
companies represented, half of the representatives
were Tennessee Slate University alumni.
Due to the size of the fair, it was changed from

a one-day format to two days of job hunting for
this year's fair.
The first day was the technical fair which had

employment opportunities for engineering majors.
The second day was for liberal arts majors.
The technical portion of the fair began on
Wednesday and had participation from vendors,

including Delphi Saginaw Steering, IBM, the
NASA John F. Kennedy Space Center and other
well-known companies.
The university-wide fair included the National
Bank of Commerce, Delta Airlines, the Henkel

Corp. and other vendors. Positions available in the
computer field included software, development,
analysis and information systems-related jobs.
Business-oriented jobs were available in man

agement. credit analysis and sales. Several posi
tions were also available for social science majors
and all levels of engineering.
The turnout was well expected by the compa
nies involved. A total of 1400 students attended the

fair and left over 500 resumes, " said Tonya Fizer,
director of the career fair.

Fizer also said the career fair was well attend

ed, but students should have been more prepared
because resumes were not presented to recruiters.
"The Career Fair provided me the chance to

experience the immediate work-force after col
lege," saidCarl Cunnigham, a sophomore. "It also
gave me the opportunity to become publicly
acknowledged by several major corporations."
The typical employee that the companies were
in search of were well-rounded students.

"Of

course GPA is very important, but well-rounded
students that can work in a team environment are

x_

News Writer

Recniiters from 100 graduate schools gathered in the Kean

Hall Gymnasium on Sept. 21 to answer question.s, hand out infor
mation and discuss graduate school possibilities with studentsdur
ing the annual Graduate & Professional School Fair.
•'This year we had record attendance." said Demetrius Greer,
director of the office of graduate and professional opportunities.
From 10 am to 3 p.m.. students, faculty, .staff, alumni and
members of the community were invited to learn first-hand about

various graduate and professional degree programs, such as
schools of business, law and medicine.

Recruiters from each school had a di.splay table with infonnation on their graduate school.^ for students to read.
"Fm their first contact with the university, so J try to tell them
about the university, answer questions and point them to people
who can answer the more specific questions." said Victor
Hinojosa, a recruiter from the University of .Notre Dame.
Ullimaiefy. Hinojosa's goal a.s a recruiter is to get .students to

what stand out." Fizer said. "Those that are willing
to learn and that are trainable are sought after."

apply to his school. But that wa.s the gotil of the 100 other

Experience within the given profession
through internships and co-ops as well as a posi

"We want what's best for the student." Hinojosa said.
Recruiters said students should start lo<.>king for graduate

tive attitude and flexibility is also desirable for

those seeking permanent positions after gradua
tion.

Next year, the Career Center is planning to
better aid students in understanding the importance
of the Career Fair. The general goal is to help gel
liberal arts and other university majors as prepared
for the fair as were those attending the technical
fair.*

recruiters in attendance.

schools their junior and senior year. But others say starting early is
beneficial.

"There's nothing wrong with thinking about your future
fre.shman year." Greer .said.

"A lot of orientation cla.s.ses have come, which probably gave
us our vast majority of individuals." said Scheri Lipscomb. a Phi
Beta Lambda Business Fraternity Inc. member who volunteered to
work the student registration table during the fair.
Amanda Whiuiker, a freshman eiemeniaty education major,
aticndced the fair with her orientation to education class. Whttaker.
who maintains that she would have attended the fair even if her

see organizations on page 12
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What we think

Advisor Regina Vincent Clark

From where I sit: A breath of fresh air

When we think of people in politics today and i

know how much they are in the limelight, their credi-1

bility has to besolid. Those individuals represent what
we the people, living in a democracy, wantandwelook
up to them because they are trying to make a differ
ence.
I
However, how much credibility do these people,

lia D.
IcNeii

deserve? President of the United States Bill Clinton

shamefully lost a lot of credibility by the scandal that [

hditor li
WMef

rocked the nation by telling a 'white lie.'

The Mayor ofAtlanta Bill Campbell lost credibil-1

allowed a marijuana festival in a public park in down-'
How do you kill a person if they
town Atlanta; and on the flipside, blocked major access refuse to breathe?
roads and restricted Black college students during
Amidst the rumors swirling about
Freaknik' 1997 to the present. During George Bush's TSU, and people asking "what do you
'94 election he stated at the podium "Read my lips: No think about everything that's going on
here at TSU," I have thought about

Those are just some examples of the politicians' this concept a lot recently. My conclu
promises to some of their constituents and how some sion: It is time for TSU to breathe
decisions made by that person affect those same con
stituents.

some fresh air.

I feel comfortable saying that

Although all references stated refer to people in i throughout my stay here at TSU, I
the limelight, Tennesssee State University has had its have found that students have become
share of false credibility. A highly ranked official of more complacent about things and
the Student Government Association made a statement refuse to try to change them because
during the student rally "Don't quote me or take any "that is the way it has always been."
pictures."
Stop: If you have found yourself
Once that was stated, he lost quite a bit of credi saying this phrase then I am talking to
bility with his position in the SGA. Nothing he said you.
could be taken seriously. Everyone is entitled to ver
Complacency as defined by
bal mistakes because we are only human, but we must Webster's dictionary is self-satisfac
note the problem.
tion accompanied by unawareness of
Our society is quite gullible to what our officials

say or want us to believe. Now if he "did not want to
be quoted or photographed," then he should have stat
ed before he spoke that he was speaking as a concerned
student and not as an official of the SGA or any other
organization.
We count on our people in power around campus
to adhere to what they initially say to get into the 'hot
seal' of power and to add something new to their posi

It is my hope that TSU students
will not exhale the intolerance of
other students that outside sources
would like for us to have.

I think that has been the reason

Do not exhale negativity when it

why the mmors of the demise of

comes to your future Alma Mater.
Sure, all of us have complained,
but I guarantee someone is expressing
the same complaint at another college

Tennessee State University, the
instatement of a new president and
other issues have spread like wild fire
on this campus.
Yes, I will be the first to admit

ity from the urban community of Atlanta when he|

new taxes."

actual dangers or deficiencies.
That is a pretty way of excusing
ignorance because we are too lazy to
become knowledgeable.

campus.

Do not exhale rumors and incon

that I was concerned when I heard

sistencies without first checking their

these rumors and saw the newspaper

accuracy.

articles, but I will also admit that

Do not exhale the stench of low

going directly to the source and find
ing the truth put my mind at ease.
Going directly to the source of
things combats the unawareness,

self-esteem with the way you dress,
act and speak. Instead, exhale com

which, as we have discussed, is an

Exhale positivity about the
school you call "Big Blue Country."
For every negative thing they say,
give them a positive thing - there's
something about a positive comment,
it always seems to deflate a balloon

element of complacency.
Let us not be unaware of the

things that effect us directly, indirect
ly or otherwise.
We should inhale knowledge
about TSU like it is the only breath we
have and the only way we live.
Learn about the history of your
school, but use that information as a
foundation to make things better, not a

reason to forever keep things the
same.

However, when one inhales, they
must exhale also.

passion and tolerance to new students
on our campus.

full of hot air.
Do exhale the

thirst to learn

more, be better and teach others - it is
the only way we can keep the air
clean.

Finally, do exhale the crisp and
clean element of class and credibility
in all that you do because it effects the
way others around you breathe.*

(Ehc ffUtci is published biweekly and is available free to the Tennessee State University
community. Opinions expressed herein are of the writer, not those of the administration, the

Student Government Association or the faculty and staff of Tennessee State University.
Submission Requirements '

tion. Reality is that when most people of a high posi
tion speak they are seen as the position they hold and
not as a typical student.
There is only one thing that a person can never

nity. Timeliness, clarity of thought, factual accuracy, and interest to the university community will
be factors in selecting material for publication. All materials must adhere to the following guid-

lose - THEIR WORD.

lines:

There were good intentions in mind when he

die iileter invites submissions by all members of the Tennessee State University commu

a) All contributions must be typed, double spaced (submitted on 3.5'" disks and hard copy),and

spoke on the importance of students voicing their opin
must include the writer's name, telephone number and P.O. Box.
ions and of occuring changes at TSU and allowing the
students in attendance to see the positive attributes that b)Fealured articles should not exceed 1,000
Letter length should not exceed 300 words.
President Hefner has contributed to the University.

words. Opinion length should not exceed 500 words.

So what is the solution for those people in leader c)Soiirccs of factual material should be included. All claims of fact are subject to verification.
ship positions regarding credibility? Support these peo d)9!;i)c iJlcter reserves the right to reject letters, articles or ads without explaination, and to edit
ple that are willing to be a voice for us (the public), but
those as necessary.
give them the credibility that they deserve.Yet and still,
if they are sincere about doing the job they set out to
do, then their credibility will shine above the rest.*
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Money Talk$$$: Workstudy Woes
Melanie

from being able to receive money. The
application has to go back and forth

Over the years, it can be proven that

between the student and the Financial Aid

do not continue with school, have a hard

Ballard

office.

Financial

need- based programs. "Financial Aid is
established by weighing the amount of

er time paying those loans back.
However, a sophomore, junior or
senior has a greater chance of receiving
employment if they leave, so they are

Next, financial aid and workstudy are

Reporter

As many as 4000 students apply for
workstudy each year. Three thousand of
those students are eligible, but there are
only 800 to 1000 jobs available to the stu
dents eligible.

Although Tennessee State University
receives a considerable amount of money
from the Federal Government, the situa

tion is the same every year. The demand
for workstudy far outweighs the money
supplied to the school.
This situation leaves many people

feeling as though there are no options left
for them. So what do you need to know to
make sure that your fair share of work
study is supplied for you?
The most important step to getting
workstudy is to understand the concept
ofworkstudy.

'mg aid is to make sure ai) appyicalions are
turned in complete and correct by April 1
of the year prior to receiving the aid.
According to Lee, the financial aid direc
tor, if an application is not received by
April 1, it is impossible for a student to
receive aid.

Incomplete and false information on
an application could also hinder a student

The next service that is available is

community service leaming. These are 50
jobs that are offered by non-profit agen
cies that are off campus.
With hourly rates

ranging from
$6.50-$8.00, this option pays more than
both workstudy and work aid.

money a persons

family makes ver-

Third, check with the career center to

sus the number of

see what positions are open with the job

people

in

the

household attend-

location and development (JLD) program.

The
mo
The most

important
Step
step to getting work
amount of money
oXLIQ V is to under
study
that a particular
student will stand
th concept of
stand the
weighs the date
\Atr\
workstudy.
that is on the
WO
ing college,

said

This formula

will determine the

receive

and

-

•

out

This program is sponsored by profit mak
ing agencies and there is an unlimited
amount of money that a student can earn
Lastly, since Nashville has such a low

unemployment rate. Lee suggests looking
for employment here at businesses and on
the Internet.

His suggestions include looking for
summer work, internships and co-ops..
As he stales, "An honest living is an hon

est living," this is the reason that students
should not give up hope if they can not
receive a workstudy job.
Workstudy has its ups and downs,

application.
After

the
is

especially if you are the one not receiving

received

processed, the information is placed onto
a computer lottery system that will pick

more trusthworthy of paying back a stu

a job or a check.

It may seem as though Lee and his

dent loan.

staff are not willing to help the students

This is the main reason that sopho

students for the jobs that are available.
For this reason, no financial aid advi

The first and foremost part of receiv-

there are funds that are available to you.

freshmen students that receive loans, and

mores, juniors and seniors have a harder

sor can promise a student work study. time receiving workstudy. But there are
bQfore the system credits the money to pivgnuusCO helpnocciyc federal fundsif a
student can not receive workstudy.
them.
Freshmen are considered the most

eligible for workstudy because of default
maintenance. The theory behind this is it
is better to give a freshman student grants
instead of loans based on the statistics of

The first of these programs is workaid. This is offered by the department of
the area of choice of work or by institu

that are eligible, but as he said, it is impor
tant for us to follow the rule.s.

Ifyoi} COR nd receive

get extra money. If these options are of
interest to you, contact your financial aid
advisor. •

tion dollars that have been donated to the
school.

Check with your department to see if

payback on loans.

smMmM
All letters
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or submissions should
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Editor
The Meter

TSU P.O. Box 1246

3500 John A. Merritt
Blvd.

Nashville, IN
37209-1561
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Community View

Campus Calendar

Legislation, protection and prevention

October 7 - National Depression Screening Day in
Kean Hall, Room 040, from 10 a.m.- 3p.m.
October 7 - Blood Pressure Screening in FPCC
lobby, 8 a.m.-noon

October 7 - Wilson Hall Pageant, Kean Hall Gym 7
p.m.

What the government,
the organizations, the
students and the

people can do to
October 8 - Organizational Queen meeting FPCC prevent hate and pro
mote safety in their
Rm. 319
October 8 - Women's Volleyball vs. Murray State,
Kean Hall Gym 7 p.m.

October 9 - Football game vs. Eastern Illinois,
Adelphia Coliseum 1:30 p.m. Shuttles from TSU

communities.

will depart starting at 11:30 a.m.

October 10 - SGA General Assembly meeting
(open to the public), in FPCC Forum at 4 p.m.
October 11-15 - Mid-term Examinations
October 11-17 - Alcohol Awareness Week

October 12 - Women's Volleyball vs. University of
Tennessee Martin, Kean Hall Gym 7 p.m.
October 12 - Engineering and Technology Lecture
Series begins in the FPCC Forum at 6 p.m.
October 13 - Voter registration drive in FPCC
lobby. 10 a.m.-noon
October 14 - Blood Pressure Screening in FPCC
lobby, 8 a.m.-noon
October 15 - Women's Volleyball vs. Morehead
State, Kean Hall Gym 7 p.m.
October 17-22 - Honors Program Week
October' 20 - Voter registration drive in FPCC
lobby, 10 a.m.-noon
October 21 - Blood Pressure Screening in FPCC
lobby, 8 a.m.-noon

Community Calendar

This is the fourth and final install

ment of a four-part series that examines

^I-KITO COL'in LSY 01- SCNATE.COV/MATCH

the recent trends of hate crimes in

Senator Orin Hatch proposed a new version
of the original text of the Hate Crimes

America.

The series will discuss the

tragedies that ensue, the groups and Prevention Act of 1999.
persons responsible, and the means hate-related incident, the victim would have to be
with which they distribute their mes voting, serving on a Jury, going to a public school, or
sages of hate and intolerance. It will another state or federally-run activity.
In early 1999, the United States Senate voted in
also examine the laws in place to com
bat such occurrences and what individ

and are on sale now.
more information.

and extend coverage of the law to all crimes against
a person due to their actual or perceived race, reli

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor

gion.. gender, sexual orientation or disability. It also

For the past 8 weeks, the Tennessee State
University community has read about issues dealing
with hate crimes. You now know all about their dan

gers, their means of survival and leadership and their
means of communication.
But what can be done?

States, and assumed that all citizens would have

equal protection under the law. That part would not
be written for quite some time.
A bill specifically designed to deter and prevent
hate
crimes was passed in the early 1990's, but loop
Call 255-ARTS for tickets or
holes in the law made the act nearly impossible to
prosecute.

October 19 - The Lipscomb University Artist Series
First, the law covered only crimes committed
presents "Sounds of India" concert, featuring Kartik against someone because of his or her actual or per
Sishandri and Arup Chatterjee, at 8 p.m. in the ceived race or religion. This is of little value today,
since the majority of the hate crimes now committed
are related to a person's actual or perceived sexual
orientation, such as the Matthew Shephard case sev
eral years ago.
mances of the Artists Series are $7. Call 279-5809
Second, the law merely covered acts that were
already covered by federal statutes. In other words,
for more information.*
in order to prove that someone was attacked in a

World Lecture Auditorium on the university's main
campus. David LIpsomb University is located at
3901 Granny White Pike, and tickests for all prefor-

bill that would remove the state-facilitated clause,

uals and communities can do to help.

Most issues dealing with hate crimes are not
exclusive to the 1990's and this is no exception. The
October 14 - The Alabama Shakespeare Festival Civil Rights Act of 1964, although passed decades
presents "As You Like It," at 7 p.m. at the ago, gave any person the right to be safe from dis
Tennessee Performing Arts Center. Tickets range crimination and danger because of his or her race or
religion. An assault on such a person would not
from $15-30, and are on sale now. Call 255-ARTS merely be an assault, but a violation of their civil
for tickets or more information.
rights.
October 16-18 - Tennessee National Organization
Nearly a century before that, the 14lh
Amendment
granted, among other things, citizen
for Women annual conference. Call 269-7141 for
ship to all persons bom or naturalized in the United
reservations and tickets.

October 18 - The House of Blues presents the
"Lone Star Tour", at 7 p.m. at the Tennessee
Performing Arts Center. Tickest range from $15-30,

the Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 1999 (S.622), a

Strengthened resources at all levels of law enforce
ment to fight and investigate all crimes suspected of
hate crime status.

Before passage, however. Senator Orrin Hatch
proposed a new version of the original text of the
Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 1999, originally pro
posed by Senator Ted Kennedy.
Now. hate crimes get more attention, better
investigation and stronger punishments from the
media and the law, but what can you do? Dozens of
organizations lobbied for passage of the Hate
Crimes Prevention Act, an many more have other
alternative actions designed to combat racism at hate
crimes.

For instance, the Anti-Defamation League now
has a "hate filter" that parents can apply to their
Internet connection, and stop their children from
viewing hate group sites.
Other organizations like the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, the National Organization for Women, the
American Civil Liberties Union and the Anti-

Defamation League, Just to name a few, encourage
their members and representatives to combat hate

crimes through pressure on all levels of govern
ment.*
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Driving While Biack" - the effects of police racial profiiing
that Hispanics are believed to contribute

The American

Civil Liberties

Union reports on
racist police prac
tices nationwide
By Henderson Hill HI
Community View Writer
On Sept. 18, theTennessee chapterof
the American Civil Liberties Union held a

meeting at the Freedom Forum/ First
Amendment Center to discuss racial pro

filing and its impact on police-minority
relations. The ACLU has labeled "racial

profiling" as unfair stopping and holding
of minorities without warrants or evi

dence, or DWB(Driving While Black or
Brown).

The speaker for the meeting was
Nicole Gray, aTennessee State University
alumna and public intere.st lawyer for the
ACLU branch in Maryland. Gray is cur

the majority of the drug trafficking in
Illinois, so the police stop people who are
Hispanic or that have Hispanic surnames.
Another example of racial profiling is
the case of Robert Wilkins. Wilkins and

his family were returning from a funeral
when he and his family were pulled over
in the rain for forty-five minutes, while a
dog sniffed through their car for drugs.
Wilkins, a Washington, D.C.- based crim
inal defen.se lawyer, refused the consent

The police
lights were

flashing while
cars passed. We
were just stand
ing there, look
ing stupid and
humiliated and
we hadn't done

anything wrong.

of the search of his car. Wilkins said, "The

police lights were flashing while cars
passed. We were Just standing there, look
ing stupid and humiliated and we hadn't
done anything wrong."

-Richard
Wilkins
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE A.MERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

The difference in Wilkins case and

Amendment's guarantee of equal rights,
the right to travel, and the Fourth
filed a suit against the Maryland Police Amendment of illegal search and seizure.
Department through the ACLU. Two of "These cases have put a strain on the rela
the case settlement agreements were that tions between police and residents," said
the case of the Carter's' is that Wilkins

race profiling would be prohibited and Gray.
police officers would keep a record of the
In Nashville, Metro Police Chief
people they stop. This is a step toward Emmett H. Turner issued a press release
prohibiting illegal profiling, as in North on May 17, 1999, saying that he knew of
Carolina and Connecticut.
practices of racial profiling in certain
"The success of the ACLU cases

gives Blacks the feeling that they can do
something," said Gray.

"Blacks are

rently working on the 1-95 cases in becoming more proactive." Graysays that
Maryland, where a large percentage of racial profiling violates the 14th

parts of the United States, but was not
aware of the practice here in Nashville.
"The reports from the Interstate
Interdiction Unit fromApril 1997 through

April 1999 was responsible for 5,343 traf
fic stops. Of those drivers, 3,169(59.31
percent) were white, 1,027(19.22 per
cent), were Black, 927(17.35 percent)
were Hispanic, and 220(4.12 percent)
were of other ethnic origin" said Turner.

"Profiling has not and will not be an

accepted practice by officers of the
Metropolitan
Nashville
Police
Department."

If you feel that you have been pulled
over by the police because of racial pro
filing, you can contact the ACLU racial
profiling hotline at 1-877-6-Profile •

people of color feel they have been

stopped by police for no reason, and are
filing court cases citing racial profiling as

WHAT TO DO DURING A POLICE STOP

the reason for their detainment. Gray went

on to say that police officers hold stereo

BE POLITE AND RESPECTFUL:

types that minorities commit more drug
use/trafficking than whites. In actuality,
according to Gray, whites are actually

responsible for 10 times more drug
offenses that minorities.

Since 1990, there have been 12 cases
filed in nine states that have been nation

ally noticed. For example, in the case that
involved Etta and James Carter who were

pulled over on 1-95 on July 12, 1994
while on their way to their Philadelphia
home, after attending their daughter's
wedding in Florida. The police said that
the Carter's were stopped for "wobbly
driving." The elderly couple was forced to

POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND:

• Stay calm and in control of your words, body lan
guage and emotions.
• Do not argue with officers.
Keep your hands in view at all times.

• What you say to police can be used against you

• Don't run.

• You do not have to answer a police officer's ques

• Don't resist even if you are innocent.

tions. but you must show your driver's license, reg
istration, and proof of insurance when stopped

• Don't complain on the scene or tell the police
they're wrong or that you're going to file a com

and it can give officers an excuse to arrest you,

especially if you are disrespectful to an officer.

while driving a car. In other situations, you cannot

plaint.

be legally arrested for refusing to identify yourself

• Do not make any statements regarding the inci

to police.
• You do not have to consent to any search of your

dent.

• Ask for a lawyer immediately if you are arrested.

sit on the side of the road for more than an
hour while a canine unit searched their

• Remember the officers' badge and patrol car

self, your car or your home. If you do consent to a
search, it can affect your rights later, if the police

numbers.

claim to have a warrant, you have the right to see

car. Mrs. Carter, who was denied the use

• Immediately write down everything you remember
• Try to find witnesses and get their names and

• You can be arrested if you interfere with, or

telephone numbers.

obstruct the police.*

of their portable toilet in their sports utili
ty vehicle, soiled herself, and was threat
ened by the police officer to be hand
cuffed if she did not become quiet. The
Carter's were detained for three hours and

no drugs were found.
Gray went on to say that Blacks are
five times more likely to be stopped than
whites. In New Jersey, Gray reports that
the police have a policy of slopping
Blacks on the New Jersey Turnpike. The
Chavez court case deals with Hispanics
that were pulled over because of racial
profiling in the state of Illinois. Gray said

it.

'

• If you are injured, seek medical attention first and
take photographs of the injuries as soon as possi
ble.

• If you fell your rights have been violated, file a
written complaint with the police department's inter
nal affairs division or civilian complaint board.

This excerpt was originally printed as part
of Traffic Violation, an article by Marcia
Davis, for Emerge magazine.
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World View
Justice

f

In Bryant, Texas last week, a jury decided that
Lawrence Russel Brewer, 32, convicted of the dragging

death of James Byrd, Jr., was sentenced to live the rest
of his life on death row.

He will join John William King, 24, already on
death row for the same crime, and a third man charged

in Byrd's death, Shawn Allen Berry, also 24, will go to
trial next month.

Prosecutors say they will seek the death penalty in
the last case as well.

James Byrd, Jr. was dragged to death in one of the
worst cases of hate drimes that officials have seen since
the 1950's. His family remains optimistic about the out
come of the remaining trial, bue have no comment on
the status of the death penalty in Texas.
REUTER'S PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

REUTER'S PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

Weather

World

Politics

The Taiwanese government issued a decreelast

The after math of Hurricane Floyd is still being felt

week to establish aid and order after an earthquake of

in the eastern statesweeks after the storm hit.

7.6 magnitude. The quake that stnick the capital of

Much of the water damage is actually escalating in
the wake of the storm, with addidonal thunderstorms

Taipei has left over 2,000 people dead and hundreds of
thousands homeless.

The Disaster Management Center said that the

major reason forthe widespread fatalities are inthe poor
building construction, a fault also cited after the recent
quake inTurkey that killed thousands.

and tropical systems beating the already hard-hit areas.
Electicity remains out in most areas, and at least
300 roads are still blocked or inaccessible.

As former Vice President of the United States Dan

Quayie dropped out ofthe Republican race, former New
Jersey Senator Bill Bradley and current Vice President
of the United States A1 Gore were fighting for the

Democratic Party's nomination for the2000presidential
race.

Bradley may be doing better than expected at first,
because he is rising in the polls in New Hamp.shire and
New York, iwo major primary states.*

GET MORE than your foot in the door

Post your resume
and enter to

at the BlackVoices.com

win $250!

BLACK COLLEGE VIRTUAL JOB FAIR

Sept 15 to Oct 15, 1999
LEADING U.S. COMPANIES ARE WAITING TO HEAR FROM YOU! INCLUDING. Abbott Uboratories •Allegiance Health Care
Ameritech Cellular Services •Avon Products, Inc. • Bank One •The Brady Corp. •The Coca-Cola Company •Countrywide Home Loans • Edward Jones Investments
ENESCO. Inc. • Fidelity Investments •Gannett Fleming, Inc. • Hewitt Associates •Manpower • MediaOne • Microsoft • MSAS Global Logtstics

NSA-National Security Agency •Norwest Mortgage, Inc. •Outboard Marine Corp. •Philip Morris USA* RPS •SAP Labs •Skadden, Arps, Slate. Meagher &Fiom LLP
SmithKline Beecham •Symbol Technologies, Inc. •Target •TOSCO Corporation •Toys-R-Us •Tribune Company • United Technologies Corp. •Valassis Communications

The Black College Virtual Job Fair offers exciting career
opportunities for all majors. Visit the virtual job fair at
www.BlackVoices.com and click into your future.
All graduating seniors, graduate students and juniors
looking for internships are eligible to participateall you need is a resume and access to the Web!

Participants wili be able to:
• Research company information
• Search for available Jobs or internships

• Submit electronic resumes to company recruiters, and more!

For more info, email VJF@blackvoices.com

:2V

WHERE

A F R I C A N • A M E R I C A N S

ATribune Company

blackvoices.com

LIVE

ONLINE

aol keyword: Black Voices
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Madama Butterfly files away with opera
mountainous backdrop, a garden, a statue

of Buddha, and a rotating house, all eyes

By Sara M, Caldwell
Contributing Writer

were on the performers.

Puccini's operas are usually difficult
to sing, and Madama Butterfly is no
exception. The performers had to have a
wide range, as Puccini is known for unex
pected high and low notes for ail voices.
Though the blocking was well done, the
music, rather than the acting, is obviously

The Nashville OperaAssociation per
formed two shows of Madama Butteifly
September 18 and 21 at the Tennessee

Performing Arts Center. According to
Cheryl Scutt, of Scutt Communications

Services, the September 21 performance
was the second-highest attended opera at

the star in any opera.

TPAC in the last five years.
The tragic opera, often considered the
best of world-renowned composer
Giacomo Puccini's many operatic works,
is the story of Butterfly, a young Japanese
geisha who falls desperately in love with
an American sailor named Benjamin

sions throughout the opera," noted

"Puccini's music adds special dimen
Hoomes.

One notable instance of Puccini's

playfulness is exemplified during a duet
with Pinkerton and Sharpless, when
strains of the national anthem are incorpo
rated in the opera.

Lori Phillips, a recent finalist in the

Pinkerton.

Luciano

Butterfly loves Pinkerton, but he sees
her as a fling that will last only as long as
he is stationed in Japan.The two get mar

Pavaratti

World

Vocal

Competition, starred as the doomed
Butterfly. She hasalso performed with the

ried and conceive a child, but Pinkerton

Sarasota Opera, Toledo Opera, Virginia

leaves before the baby is bom.

Opera, and Opera Orchestra of New York.

After three years of pining for
Pinkerton, Butterfly gets a visit from

Sharpless, the American consul, who
explains that Pinkerton won't return to

PHOTO BY MARTIN O'CONNOR

From left, Richard Hobson, as Sharpless, American consul to Nagasaki;

Lori Phillips as Madama Butterfly; Philip Webb as Lt. Benjamin Franklin
Pinkerton.

Japan.

Butterfly insists that once Pinkerton
finds out that he has a child, he will cer

es out, but she soon grasps the situation
and becomes hysterical. Pinkerton runs

tainly come back to lier. Sure enough, awayfrom the house, comp]ete\y ashamed
Pinkerton's ship is sighted soon after, and at what he has done. After she has calmed
Butterfly, her son, and her servant Suzuki down, Butterfly agrees to give the child to

wait all night for Pinkerton. He finally
arrives with Sharpless in the morning,

Pinkerton and his wife, as long as
Pinkerton comes back to claim the child.

after an exhausted Butterfly has gone to
sleep.

Butterfly sends Suzuki to play with the

Once everyone has left the house,

Sharpless and Pinkerton explain to child, and unsheathes a suicide knife. Her
Suzuki that they have come to take

son runs in, and Butterfly hugs him one
last time, then sends him off to play. She

Butterfly believes, from the first day, that

Pinkerton sincerely loves her," explains
John

Hoomes. the General Artistic

Director for the Nashville Opera.

the best Nashville has ever seen. The

an

very subtly executed, and the twinkling

that becomes somewhat addictive after

Interim Arts & Entertainment
Editor

Peering upon the beautiful brick
house, its structure reminds Betty
Guadeloupe (fake name ... use yourimag
ination) of the many home cooked meals
that hergrandmother prepared. The prepa
ration time might have taken a while, but
when everything was done ... well, let us

with

the

is covered with greens, loniatoes, peppers,

15 through Oct. 16 at Cafe Coco. Cafe
Coco's back deck will be the main stage.

"Cafe Coco" is open 24 hours and
delivers from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and

a grilled chicken breast, feta crumbles and from 6:30 p.m. to 1:30a.m. li is located
vinaigrette. Take the vinaigrette off and on Ellison Pike, behind TGI Fridays. For
more information call 321-2626. You can
you have the perfect dish.
These dishes, on top of the many oth
ers, come from Cinelli's mother. The

also order lunch over the Internet @ cafecoco.com.

*

entire family pilches in to help make

Elliston," a coffee shop which served

"Cafe Coco" what it is today - something
that everyone must have.

muffins, cookies and a few sandwiches.

They also have a 200-drink selection,

The name change came about when
Cinelli and Vallis got married. He decided

"Carnival." According to their drink

to name the cafe after his wife. Coco.

menu, the Carnival is a single espresso

Later they added to the menu and the rest

with gooey caramel, apple, cinnamon and
steamed milk, topped with a little froth

is history.

conductor

touch.

just the first half. The "Greek Pita" is a
always content when they left the table.
The story behind the creation of dish that is simple yet tasty. The soft pita

By Metra Baugh

assistant

Metropolitan Opera, San Francisco Opera,

stars on the backdrop were the perfect and Canadian Opera Company.*

just say that Betty and her family were

Established about five years ago,
"Cafe Coco" started out as "Cafe

The Nashville Symphony accompa

lighting, designed by Chuck Schmidt, was

With only one set that included a

® •

Pinkerton's wife Kate.

absolutely brilliant. Time changes were

chest. Pinkerton and Sharpless rush in.

9 , M.

Opera, and Lyric Opera of Chicago.
Other performers include Richard
Hobson as Sharpless, Joyce Campana as
Suzuki, and Patricia Andress as

nied the performers, with guest conductor
Christopher Larkin. Larkin has served as

Kate. Butterfly hears the voices and rush-

Corinne "Coco" Vallis, along with their
staff, will make you feel like you're fami
ly when you enter their home.

the Missouri Symphony, Connecticut

This production was probably one of

picks up the knife and plunges it into her

feeling.
Owners Charles Cinelli and his wife

Philip Webb performed the role of
Pinkerton, and was easily dislikable as the

villain of thepiece. He has performed with
but Butterfly is dead.
"The core of the tragedy is that

Pinkerton's and Butterfly's son back to
America with Pinkerton and his wife

"Cafe Coco" will remind you of just that

Phillips is an accomplished soprano
whose voice has a clear, distinct timbre.

which includes a smooth drink called the

Oneof their most popular sandwiches
is the"Formaggio," generously filled with

and cinnamon sprinkles.

mozzarella, feta, cheddar cheese, tomato,

everybody knows your name (like

fresh basil and pesto. Although the sand
wich was meatless, it had unique flavor

Cheers).
There will be a Jazz Festival on Oct.

Come and visit "Cafe Coco" where

Check out

the review for
Caesar's
in the next

Out To Lunch
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meter minute

A & E News
By Metra Baugh
Interim Arts & Entertainment Editor

Lawrence

recovers from

heat

stroke, released from hospital
Martin

Lawrence

is

on the

to
after

COURTESY OF BLAZE ANDVIBE MAGAZINE

Q-Tip And Mary J. Blige
near-death

and director Darnell Martin.

that

Q-Tip is one of the executive producers as

in

well.

the latter part

to the Associated Press, Lawrence went jog

Music for the movie will be supervised by
none other than his majesty - Q-Tip.
It will be a treat to see Blige grace the big
screens because if her acting is as good as her

ging in lOO-degree weather, wearing heavy

delivery of heartfelt lyrics throughout the years,

attire. As a result, he passed out and later was
discovered by his girlfriend. Lawrence was try

then Prison Song

of August.

COURTESY OF SOURCE MAGAZINE

According

Martin Lawrence

ingto loseweight for a movie role. He was hos
pitalized at Los Robles Medical Center (in Los
Angeles) and stayed comatose for three days.

will soon be a must-see

movie. •

J'HOrO COL Kl

Of- THE SOURCE M.AG.AZINB,

Swizz Beatac

By Franklin Alexander
Arts dS: Entertainment Writer

Blood is thicker than water ...

At the beginning of last month, he was

isn't it?
Marshall Bruce Mathers III, better known

released from the hospital.
Lawrence is known for his role in the most

as rapper Eminem, is being sued by his mother,

recent film Blue Streak and earlier roles in
films like House Party, House Party 2, A Thin
Line Between Love and Hate, Bad Boys, Yoii So

damages.

claims that on Mathers' debut album Slim

'Crazy and Boomerang. For five, con.secutive

Shady, he portrayed his mother as an unstable

Debbie Mathers-Briggs, for $10 million in

According to wallofsound.go.com, Debbie

years he played "Martin Payne" and several drug user who regularly filed frivolous law
other characters in the coniedy series

suits. •

"Martin."*

Information from articles were compiled

"Mr. Vivrant Thing" and "Miss from courierpress.com, Yahoo! News (Reuters),
Beautiful" scheduled to star in

hollywoodnetwork.com, MTV News Gallery.

upcoming movie - Prison Song
Q-Tip and Mary J. Blige are always busy,
busy. busy. Blige along with Q-Tip will starin
Prison Song, a sooii-to-be filmed movie, along
side Fat Joe and Elvis Costello.

Prison Song was written by rapper Q-Tip

Join the Chihuahua Team!
Tnco Bell is looking for a few good menand women to fill leadership
positions in our restaurants.
* Assistant Managers
* Shift Managers

Fuddruckers
Now Looking For Friendly Outgoing People
Day & Night Positions Available
-Cooks

* Crew Members

Wc have a variety of full and part time positions, one of which will fit into your school schedule.
We provide:
* Management opportunities with vacations and benefits
' Comprehensive training 'Team Environment 'Employee Meals
' Free Uniform.s 'Flexible Hours

-Cashiers

-Preps
-Bussers
-Bakers

Toset up an interview, please call: 1-800-384-8226

-Hostesses

mailbox cxtension:896-6920 or

Apply in person from 2-5 p.m. at

fax a resume: 615-377-5394

2020 West End Ave. 391 -1331
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Stroke 9 delivers at 328 Performance Hall
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
In these, the days of dreamy boy
bands, hip hop and scary hard rock, alter
native music is starting to actually be
neglected in the mainstream music scenes.

Gel ready for ail of that to change.
Stroke 9, a new-on-the-scene band

based in San Francisco, is making its way
through the country on a nationwide tour
with alternative music neo-legends such
as Fuel, Live, Jimmie's Chicken Shack

and The Verve Pipe.
And they recently visited Nashville
with Fuel and Jimmie at 328 Performance
Hall.

All you really need to do is take one
long, hard look at dreamy lead singer
Luke Esterkyn, former Modem English
drummer Eric Stock and bassist Greg
Gueldner, who looks like someone finally
told Jordan Knight how to dress (well...
with blue hair), and you can see the MTV
potential.
Where have these guys been all of our
lives?

After starting as a high school garage

band and playing together for almost 10
years, they are finally on a mainstream

released second album. Nasty Little
Thoughts They obviously have a lot of
experience playing in the club scene,
because they seemed quite at home tuning
their own instmments on stage and sweat

ing rivers because of the shoddy ventila
tion in 328.

The entire show can be summed up in
two words: showmanship and rock.
They don't have to pull a Marilyn
Manson and swear allegiance to Satan in
order to make decent rock.

And they don't have to wear match
ing outfits and coordinate dance moves to
songs someone else wrote like today's boy
bands.

But they remain pretty enough to be
heartthrobs if they wanted to, thanks to
Stock. Esterkyn and McDermott.

PHOTO BY LISA KEATING

They remain alternative enough to
make it on any club scene, thanks to the
supreme sounds coming from both
Gueldner and McDermott, who are both

on the vergeof being legends in their life
times.

And they kept playing, on and on.
Despite the rivers of sweat running
from their pretty faces, they kept on until
all of their best songs from "Dirty Little
Secrets" (except one - "Make it Last" was
the best song that was never played that

nation!)] music scene with their newly-

From left,John McDermott, Greg Gueldner,Luke Esterkyn and Eric Stock.
night) were fixed permanently in the
minds of the crowd.

shortage of energy at a Stroke 9 show.
Stroke 9's first single, a stressed-yet-

Thanks to the inspirations of the four
band members that rangefrom jazz to '80s
rock, their music is varied and intricate

bouncy tune called "Little Black
Backpack," is set to be released as a video

and good for dancing as well as crowd-

Look for them on MTV and expect

this fall.

them to blow up on every local music

surfing.
And thanks to the Whatchamacallit

candy bars and Jolt colas downed by the
guys before each show, there is never a

House of Blues Contest
TPAC Presents

In the next issue

of®l)e iroeter,
look for "Focus

on Fashion" and

Nia Long in the
next Meter
Minute.

Want to win two tickets to the House
of Blues: The Lone Star Tour?

House of Blues:
The Lone Star Tour

Featuring Three Gulf Coast bands:

In order to win, you must write a story

The Fabulous Thunderbirds
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown

about your favorite blues musician in
&

no more than 300 to 400 words. All

Gate's Express

entries must include:

and

age, classification, telephone num

C.J. Chenier & The Redhots

ber, hometown and major. (If you do
not include these items, your entry
will not be accepted.) The best story

All combined to give you some
Texas blues, roots grooves, swing

sounds, R&B rhythms and some
rough rock!
The base guitarist is plucking slowly
As the drummer taps the cymbals
lowly
Then the piano tiptoes in
While the vocalist gives a playful grin
You see, jazz is all of this and even
more...

if you have a heart of fire and the
imagination to open the door.

his/her name,

will win.

All entries are due before 5 p.m. in
The Meter office (Room 304 in the

Floyd Payne Campus Center)
Thursday, October 14, 1999. Any late
entries will not be accepted.

Good Luck!!!!
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Organizations help with graduate & Robinson wows audience
support Miss TSU.
professional school fair
"I think the students supported her
class liad nol, said the fair was motivational.

"[1 makes you keep your mind set and
want to do better in

undergraduate r-==-===»=====»=====-^^
classes," she said.

But

Judy

BarriHe. director of

the MBA program

Miss TSU's advisor, Dale Williams,

does. She could not have done a better

"We believe that TSU has alot of quali-^

Helping out with the grad-^i spirit to win went with the spirit
" to

uate fair were five organi-8 and she won,"

zations
who receivecS
presidential
services

Williams

awards from President^
Hefner for volunteering
their time.
|

' "'^Robinson

contact the5 office
OrrfCO
iI
Phi
Beta
Lambd^
Ol prOtCSSiOnCIl
SI0 n Uf i Business Fraternity inc.^

said
the
judges in the

1 Love You Like A Sister^

very
strict
with practices

IIII VI f 11 U H V11 Vli

gfadUOte SChOOfS
ichools

University, said it

JUUlC
and graduate

was more important to talk to stu-

dents with genuine I*

^

Cl'IflifPC
I^
^ IU UI ' *
♦

j (LYLAS). Student Union|:

I Board of Goveniors, iheg

I University

================'^^ Honors

SludeniS

Council

and^:

interest - even if that meant not many stu

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc helped ihe^

dents stopping by.
The most frequently asked questions by

recruiters and Greer during the fair.

students were regarding tuition, scholar
ships. initioiity enrollment rates, summer
programs and university location.
Dianne i. Nichols, director of graduate
law admission.s, mentioned that although

Grade Point Average and test performance
5u-e important, they are not the only impor
tant factors determining whether or not

100 percent and showed their love for

fied students and we're just trying to reacl# said she was proud of Robinson.
job of winning the 1999-2000 title of
out," said Doris Hall, ag
"She
^Miss Black Hall of Fame."
I recruiter from VanderbilS
TSU students said they are
it and
I Divinity School.
5 went with the "She wanted
. , ,
....
si^Pportive and happy

FOT mOPe
^•

the more students

ing the fair, the bet-

her," she said. "She has a lot of inspi
ration and talent in everything she

« Mp
fnfOrmatfOn OH
^On on

recnL.",,aidlhm

they talked to dui-

someone is accepted into grad school. Bub sound rehearsed and I think the judges
other factors include extracurricular activi-^v; noticed that," she said. "I have to be
ties, such as internships or volunteer work.
real and never sugar-coat anything."

^

win and she won."
...

"

lliams
Williams

Miss TSU's advlsor
ivisor

won the title.

jj.g

because

sjjg wQu

she

represents
She can
show others the kind of

TSU so well.

pageant were

^^^^^excellence TSU can gener
ate," she said.

Miss TSU contestants have partic

and deadlines. She explained that this

during the weekend. She said that she
felt God's presence the entire week

ipated in the pageant for the past six
years. Robinson is the second TSU
queen to win the title of Miss Black

end.

Hall of Fame.

led to the closeness the contestants had

job and I would like for them to be recog-^: God was intertwined the whole week

nized," Greer said.
i- end and it made us all closer to one
"The fair allows students to have easier
another."

acce.ss to infonnation we need," Tylia Batde^

Constance

Gray,

of

Student

asenior said. "A lot ofquestions about a par-^ Affairs, organized a bus ride to Atlanta
/S

Autumn Hester, a senior,

was glad that Michelle

"We all really bonded. The Lord
"Etich volunteered their services to the
put us all on one accord," she said. "It
fair and they did an exceptionally wonderful,^ didn't really matter who won because

ticular grad school were answered."

about Miss TSU's victory.

for TSU students to encourage and

The other queen to hold this title
was Robbyne Manning, Miss TSU
1996-1992...

Upon receiving the crown of Miss
Black Hall of Fame, Robinson also

receives a scholarship of $2000 and
will be the official spokesperson for
the National Black College Alumni
Hall of Fame Foundatiuji.-

Students, community attack The Tennessean for misrepresentation
The Tennessean

discusses diversi

ty coverage in
their newspaper
By Toccara Houston
News Writer

Committee includes reporters and editors
from the newspaper.

The forum was supposed to address
the diversity coverage that the local news
paper has covered. But the main concern
with the audience were the stories that

have recently been written about TSU.
For the past several weeks, TSU has
been in the newspaper becauseof the stip
ulation settlement. It was also reported in

^

.

%

'4

The Tennessean that President James A.

For the past several weeks, Tennessee
State University has been in the news

relating everything from playing the first
•football game in Adelphia Coliseum, to
President James A.Hefner receiving a

warning from the Tennessee Board of
Regents.'

And many students have been con

Hefner received a reprimand from the
Tennessee Board of Regents and he was
also stripped control of the University
Honors Program.
And many students and faculty felt
The Tennessean falsely reported the infor
mation. Manypeople at the forum wanted
some answers.

Students, faculty and the community had

Anotherquestion asked wasabout the
timing of the stories just before the first

their chance to voice their concerns

football game.

cerned with TSU's coverage in the news.

Some also said during the forum that
TSU was being set-up to fail.
David Greene, managing editor, said
the
coverage of TSU has been fairly
tions from TSU and the community, conreported
in The Tennessean .
' ceming the way TSU is being represented
They were also accused of having a
in the newspaper.
"hidden
agenda" by the audience, but they
The event was given by the Diversity
denied
the
accusations placed against
Commitee of The Tennessean to get the
recently.
On Sept. 23, The Tennessean hosted
a forum in Lawson Hall to answer ques

opinions of the community. TheDiversity

them.

PHOTO BY JONATHAN GRAY

Managing Editor David Greene and Criminal Justice Editor Wendi Thomas
discuss diversity coverage during the forum.
For a couple of hours, the newspaper
was hassled for not only doing a good job

of representing TSUproperly, but also the
African-American community.

Reginald Shareef, SGA President,
said, "They say we don't write and com
plain to them and we will not accept the
negative portrayal of TSU." •

"We are trying to tell the story of the
community to the community," Green
said.

Dwight Lewis, one of the night/week

If you have any news, con-!

end editors, said, "That as a Black com

tact Mitchell Vantrease at

munity, we are not doing enough to help
TSU get the coverage they deserve."

963-5649.
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Sports

Qlp On 'l^ec^
Congratulations
to the TSU Tigers
for defeating

^efix Urinicfacf: UJie fiiife wefierweip£i iJia^ coulcf
Anthony
J. Miller

Alabama A & M

Trinidad

$300,(X)0 signing advance.

belt.

Although the two have certainly
had their differences, they are still

Sports

This is just the latest chapter in
the boxing career of the young Puerto

Editor

Rican boxer nicknamed "Tito."

Trinidad has been in the profes

University!!

sional ranks since 1990.

Boxing fans were told this would
be the fight of the century.
Felix Trinidad vs. Oscar De La

Watch the Tigers
piay in Adelphia

Hoya for the unification of the IBF
and WBC belts gave fans a reason to
tune in on September 18.
Trinidad defeated De La Hoya in
a decision that was both shocking and

Coliseum on

Saturday, Oct. 9
against Eastern
Illinois University.

questionable.
Although De La Hoya dominated
the first eight rounds, Trinidad was
awarded the win, based on the belief

by the judges that he fought harder in
the final four rounds than De La Hoya
did in the entire fight.

Obviously, De La Hoya was dis
appointed and openly told reporters
afterwards that he was "hurt inside

In his first-ever professional
fight, Trinidad defeated Angel

Trinidad is now 36-0 with 30

Throughout his

to

receive

a

professional

underdog whenever he has competed
against versatile opponents. Boxing
analysis have classified Trinidad as a

Romero in San Juan, Puerto Rico by

"brawler" who has a hard time win

technical knockout in the second
round on March 10, 1990.

ning a fight.

From that point, Trinidad has
been virtually unbeatable, recording

Trinidad was said to be at a disadvan

30 knockouts in his career.

Before his Sept 18 title bout,

tage against De La Hoya because of
the former WBC champion's speed

Although "Tito" has never lost a
bout inside the ring, he has lost a key
struggle outside of the ring.

and skill.

Don King, Trinidad's promoter,
was in a court dispute with the young

thought he could not possibly do and
still win.

fighter. Trinidadwanted to have sever
al ties with King and sign a contract

and now the rest of the welterweight

with a new promoter.

boxers, including De La Hoya, have a

Trinidad went the distance with

De La Hoya, something that many

The judges thought differently,

King won the court battle, and new champion to contend with, and
Trinidad was forced by a court of law they do not expect him to be
dethroned anytime soon. •
to keep his contractwith King.
and King signed a new contract and

I

W

Buy a Coca-Cola classic from any specially marked on-campus vending

machine and you could win a commemorative Coca-Cola® classic/NFL T-Shirt*.
*Speclalty marked pacKegIng available in apeciaRy mo/ked vending macNnea urttll 11/30/9d or while auppUea last. No purchase necessary. Requests for free
game piece mutt be received by 12/28/99. See specially marked vending machines for details or caO 1*8OO-70S-26S3.
tnomrata of Tb*

able

career, Trinidad has been treated as an

friems,

eWO Tb« Coo-Ctft Cprwpary "Cee*.C<M*axl 99 n&a Om tan ta

was

together today.

After the court battle, Trinidad

emotionally."

<^oo4 rWMes

knockouts, and he now has the WBC

title added to his IBF welterweight

C«t«wv
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Spotlight On Sports
Under The Spotlight: Leon Murray
cussed.

Who should

When I was gathering information on
this story from various sources, the candi
dates for college football's top individual

really be
considered
for the Heisman

Trophy?
By Anthony J. Miller
Sports Editor
When I turn on the television to

watch college football on either ABC or
ESPN networks, discussions about who
will receive Heisman trophy honors are
directed toward some of the nation's pre
miere athletes.

The Heisman trophy is given to col

award were listed in alphabetical order.
The list read as follows: "Corey
Moore, defensive end, Virginia Tech;
Travis Prentice, running back, Miami

Warrick,

Wisconsin's Ron Dayne and Purdue's
Drew Brees are among a few of the names
mentioned when the Heisman is dis

t

five

one
interception
through September 25,
almost 100 yards less

Murray, the starting quarterback for

but he is still inThe

the Tennessee State University Tigers,

Sporting
News
Heisman trophy watch

than TSU's Murray;

leads the Ohio Valley Conference in pass
ing efficiency thus far this season.
In the first three games of the 1999

instead of Murray.
Behind Murray,

season, Murray has thrown for 888 total
yards without an interception and 10

an undefeated start

touchdowns. He also has completed 59 of

and Murray is having

his first 94 passes for a 62.77 completion
percentage, capturing TheMeter's Athlete
September.

j^VTI

touchdowns and

(Ohio)."'
When 1 read this, 1 could not help but
notice that this list missed a key name
Leon Murray.

lege football's top player, regardless of of the Month honors for the month of
classification and position.
Florida State's Peter

September 25, rushing
for no positive yards
with eight carries.
Quincy Carter, the
Georgia
Bulldogs"
starting QB has only
thrown for 790 yards,

the Tigers are off to

PHOTOS COURTESY OF TIGERPRIDE MAGAZINE

Dayne (above left) and Quincy Carter are

trophy potentials who have struggled during

a stellar season thus

.

Dayne, Wisconsin's Heisman hope Murray will start to gain the national
ful, had a difficult time finding his holes recognition he deserves for his perfor

against Michigan in the second half on

TSU SWIMMING POOL

1

.

son at the awards ceremony.*

mance

Congratulations To Che fHcter's
September Athlete Of The Month

Fall Semester Hours
GENTRY Complex x-5610
Monday THROUGH Friday

12-1:30 PM

Open swim

-

WITH LAP SWIMMING

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

7 -

9 PM

OPEN REC swim

* T.S.U. ID REQUIRED TO ENTER SWIMMING POOL!

^
*

-Pool available for rentals 8t pool parties
contact DEPT of HPER, 3"° FL, GENTRY COMPLEX.

^ -Pro-Shop items for sale in pooloffice.

3

Leon Murray, TSU's senior QB statistics through the month of September:
COMP

YDS
888

* Currently accepting applications for life guards *

^

000000000000000000000y

.

far, averaging 296 yards per game through
on the field thts season, and maybe he
the Tigers' first three games.
will be on the stage as one of he top
Hopefully, as the season progresses, Heisman candtdates at the end of the sea-

COMP
59

ATI
94

PCT
62.77

INT
0

Murray also ranked first in passing efficiency in the Ohio Valley Conference
and second in total yards with 935 total yards (passing and rushing). •
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Lady Tigers put on pressure too late, lose 16th straight
Tigers' biggest problems was the number

Volleyball team
continues its search

of errors committed.

for first win

On Tuesday, Sept. 28, the Tigers
faced Austin Peay State University,

TSU made 21 errors as opposed to
the nine errors committed by Southeast
Missouri Slate.

another game which resulted in defeat,

By Sedric Griffin and Theresa
Little

Sports Writers
The TSU LadyTigers' volleyball
team had a busy five days, playing three
games between Sept. 24-28.
The Lady Tigers hosted Eastern
Illinois, Southeast Missouri Slate and

this lime 1-15, 0-15, 11-15.

Although the Lady Tigers have not
experienced much success this season,

they were stronger in the last game
against each of their opponents. This was
evident in the APSU game.
In the third match, the Lady Tigers
came back from an 11-7 deficit to pull
within one point, 11-12.
"If TSU wins this match, then we'll

Austin Peay State University.

go into a fourth game and I'm excited

The volleyball team was cheered on
by a crowd which filled almost half of

of Shartondra Jackson.

the available lower-level seats in the

Kean Hall gymnasium on the Sept. 24
loss against Eastern Illinois.
The Lady Tigers were defeated in all
three matches, 3-15, 5-15 and 12-15.

The next day, the Tigers lost to
Southeast Missouri Stale 1-15, 5-15, 3-

15, but showed signs of improvement.
Regina Graham led the Tigers with

eight kills and seven digs, but one of the

about that," said Sharon Jackson, mother

Although Jackson and others in
attendance were ready to see a fourth set
against APSU, this was the last time the
Lady Tigers would score as APSU scored
three unanswered points, going on to win
the final match, 15-11.

Although the Lady Tigers have yet to
win a game this season, the players are
not worried.

"It's a young team, and we just got

PHOTO BY JONATHAN GRAY

Despite falling behind early against Eastern Illinois, the Lady Tigers
fought to keep the third match close, but to no avail, losing 12-15.
to get used to playing together, learning
the game more and more, and we're
going to be good," said Lady Tger
Angela Reed, a junior from Walla Walla,
Washington.

" It's frustrating losing, but the main
thing is, if we go out there and play our

best, our record's going to come up."
As of September 28, the Lady Tigers
are 0-16; and they will play again at 7
p.m., Oct. 8 hosting the Murray State
University Lady Racers in an Ohio
Valley Conference matchup in Kean
Hall.-

Do you want to be featured in Picks of the Pack?
Contact sports editor Anthony J. Miiier
at 963-5649.

Pack

Miranda

April

Vantrease

Mitchell

Tennessee

Tennessee

Mitchell

Jonathan

Steve

Crawford

Corey
Cage

King

TYeece

Georgia

Tennessee

Tennessee

October 7-12
NCAA

Georgia vs.Tennessee
Miami vs. Florida State

Florida State

NFL

Jacksonville vs. NY Jets
Denver vs. Oakland

Win/Loss record

Florida State

Florida State

Tennessee
Florida State

TSU

TSU

TSU

Eastern Illinois vs. TSl)

Tampa Bay vs. Green Bay

Florida State

Florida State

Green Bay

Tampa Bay

Green Bay

Green Bay

NY Jets

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Green Bay

Green Bay

Jacksonville

NY Jets

Oakland

Denver

^Klje Mttev

Freshmen

Sophomores

Juniors

Seniors

Faculty/Staff

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-1

1-0

0-1

NY Jets
Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

HOW'S $60,000
FOR STARTFRS?
effective January, 2000

•- t

ALDI DISTRICT MANAGER POSITION INTERVIEWING
ON OCT. 27. MANDATORY DINNER ON OCT. 26.
CONTACT CAREER SERVICES OFFICE FOR DETAILS.

ALDI is an international company that pioneered the
concept oflimited assortment food stores. Today we're
one of the largest grocery chains in the world. In the USA,
we operate over 500 stores in 20 states and we continue

to grow quickly and strategically smart. Soon we'll be on
your campus looking for self-motivated, disciplined
people to grow with us.

.

This package enables us to hire the finest,
most competent men and women in the
communities in which we open stores.

Career Path Or

Career Expressway?
ALDI offers you an uncomplicated,
compressed corporate structure
that facilitates
communication,

initiative,

Make More Bread*

The starting wages and benefit
package we offer is far above the food
industry average. Your compensation

independent

at ALDI would include:

• $60,000 starting salary,
• Company car,

• Major medical anddentalplan.
• Disability insurance.
• 401Kemployee contribution plan.
• Retirement income plan.

thinking, recognition and advancement. We're
confident that no other company offers you a
career as dynamic and rewarding. So come
and see us. Let's talk.
EOE M/FW/D

The Stock-Hp Store

